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Airborne tactical networks (ATNs) built on network virtualization (NV) can enable efficient information sharing for network-
centric warfare by breaking the tight coupling between applications and network infrastructure and thus solving the network
ossification problem. With dynamic changes during military missions, the application of virtualization is challenged by the
changing demands on network resources when instantiating multiple virtual networks (VNs) on a shared substrate network
(SN), known as virtual network embedding (VNE). However, existing dynamic VNE algorithms, mostly designed for wired
networks, focus on the dynamic changes of single VN and do not consider the dynamic changes of different VNs. The proper
processing of changes of different VNs is beneficial to improve the embedding profits of VNs. On these backgrounds, we
investigate the dynamic wireless VNE that processes the dynamic changes of different VNs in the wireless environment of
ATNs. A relationship matrix-based dynamic wireless VNE (DWVNE-RM) algorithm is proposed in order to maximize the
acceptance ratio of VN requests. The dynamic changes of different VNs are classified into negative changes (requiring
resource) and positive changes (releasing resource). Then, the relationship matrix between negative and positive changes is
constructed to properly process the resource relationship among different changes in order to improve the acceptance ratio. In
addition, the complex interference of ATNs is considered in the mapping or remapping of virtual nodes and links to improve
the reliability. Through extensive simulation, DWVNE-RM is compared with multiple existing dynamic algorithms and
outperforms over others.

1. Introduction

Airborne tactical networks (ATNs) [1] exploit manned or
unmanned aircrafts with various warfare capabilities of avi-
ation communication, which are being reshaped by the rev-
olution of mosaic warfare [2] and Internet of Battle Things
[3]. ATNs have recently gained significant attention due to
the communication demands for rapidly deploying network
resources to maintain coverage and provide reach-back to
aircrafts as well as surface and space military units [4, 5].
These communication demands are characterized by
dynamic resource requirement due to the dynamic changes
during the missions. Unfortunately, the provision of rapid
adaption to changes is still a challenging issue due to the
insufficient cross-platform interoperability in the ossification
problem of current ATNs [6, 7]. The ossification problem

refers to the fact that current ATNs are application coupled
with vertical integration of customized software stack and
hardware [8], impeding the cross-platform utilization of net-
work resources. Therefore, abstracting network resources is
compelling to support multi-mission multi-applications
and improve the adaption to mission changes for ATNs.

To solve the network ossification problem, network vir-
tualization (NV) is evolving as a major technological break-
through in many emerging areas like cloud computing [9]
and smart IoT [10]. It abstracts network resources and
allows network users to program network services as multi-
ple virtual networks (VNs) that are built and run on the
same substrate network (SN) [11, 12]. Thus, implementing
NV can provide ATNs a high level of resource sharing
among various air-combat applications. In addition, soft-
ware defined networking (SDN) can offer an ideal platform
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for implementing NV because it enables strict quality of ser-
vice (QoS) provisioning without tunneling overhead in com-
parison with conventional virtualization methods [13].
Thus, a viable virtualization platform can be provisioned
for ATNs, called as airborne tactical network virtualization
(ATNV), by using SDN to implement NV.

Virtual network embedding (VNE) is a vital step to realize
ATNV. It can deal with the resource allocation for mission
applications that are abstracted into VNs with customized
resource demands (e.g., power, transmission rate, and delay)
on corresponding virtual nodes and links. To solve the NP-
hard VNE problem,many heuristic algorithms (e.g., game the-
ory [14] and reinforcement learning [15]) have been proposed
in the literature [14–22]. However, these VNE algorithms are
mostly designed for wired networks. Due to the broadcast
nature of the wireless channel, the wireless VNE problem is
a new undertaking that considers co-channel interference
and noise, especially for ATNV.

In ATNV, there are specific two constraints into the VNE.
First, in ATNs, mission applications are influenced by both
complex electromagnetic environment and electronic warfare
which constrain the mapping of virtual nodes and links onto
substrate nodes and paths. However, existing wireless VNE
algorithms mostly focus on the constraints on the mapping
of virtual links [23–26], which consider either multi-hop link
instability or the co-channel interference between neighboring
nodes. Due to the close relationship between node mapping
and link mapping, it is essential to take the link interference
into account when mapping virtual nodes. Instead, a reliable
mapping approach scheme was proposed under complex
interference in our previous work [27]. It adopts the Shannon
formula to rank all the valuable physical nodes for mapping
virtual nodes. Second, the QoS-compliant capacity of mission
applications is challenged by the rapid changes of the missions
in ATNs. For example, the command and control center
requires to handle large amount of batch and streaming data
from the complex air-combat environment. As the collected
situation information and data changes, mission applications
may generate different resource demands. Thus, it is needed
for ATNV to allow the changes in the structure of VNs for
mission applications to handle the growth of data. Although
some dynamic VNE algorithms have been proposed
[28–30], they focus on processing dynamic changes of single
VN and neglect the complementary resource relationship
among dynamic changes of different VNs. In addition, it is
practically found that there may be not enough resource of
substrate network to successfully process dynamic changes
due to the fact that the resource is mostly used by embedded
VNs and newly arrived VNs. Adopting the complementary
relationship among changes can release relevant resource to
properly process the dynamic changes and thus reaccept the
dynamic VNs, improving the acceptance ratio.

In this context, this paper investigates the dynamic wire-
less VNE due to the changes in the resource requirement
and network topology of different VNs. First, for newly
arrived VN requests, virtual nodes and links of VNs are reli-
ably mapped onto substrate nodes and paths, respectively,
considering the complex interference. Next, for the accepted
VNs with dynamic changes, the changes are divided into

negative changes and positive changes. The relationship
matrix is constructed to process the resource relationship
between negative and positive changes, improving the
acceptance ratio. Finally, simulation results are assisted to
validate the strength of our heuristic dynamic VNE algo-
rithm for ATNV through extensive simulation. Performance
metrics (e.g., average acceptance ratio) are illustrated to
highlight the proposed algorithm.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:

(1) A novel relationship matrix-based dynamic wireless
VNE algorithm is proposed to improve the accep-
tance ratio, considering the resource relationship
among dynamic changes. By doing so, SDN control-
lers are allowed to change the structure and resource
configuration of the entire VNs for the correspond-
ing mission applications

(2) The transmission rate of each physical path is used
during the mapping process of virtual links to
achieve a balance between resource availability and
complex interference. In addition, the transmission
rate of each virtual link is also used to describe the
resource relationship among dynamic changes of
different VNs

(3) Numerical simulations are performed in this paper.
The proposed DWVNE-RM algorithm is compared
with multiple existing dynamic VNE algorithms. In
addition, simulation results are illustrated in order
to highlight the proposed algorithm

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the related works. In Section 3, we present the
SDN based model for ATNV and formulate the dynamic
VNE problem. Then, Section 4 presents the details of the
proposed DWVNE-RM algorithm. The simulation work is
implemented in Section 5, along with parameters setting.
Finally, Section 6 concludes our findings.

2. Related Works

ATNs are currently constructed on discrete data link sys-
tems (e.g., Link-16, TTNT, and MADL) [8]. These commu-
nication systems have been a critical information sharing
capability between both manned and unmanned military
aircraft as well as surface and ground platforms for a num-
ber of decades. While these systems serve the immediate
need, they fail to fulfill the actual desire to support an
ever-increasing number of users and emerging applications
and then adapt to the dynamic changes during missions
[1]. This is because of the ossification problem in the verti-
cally integrated network architecture, which also exists in
many public networks like unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs) networks. The virtualization technology has been a
promising solution in UAVs [31, 32]. Therefore, NV can
improve the adaption to changes during missions for ATNs,
which is based on the VNE to allocate virtualized network
resources efficiently.
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2.1. Previous Typical and Latest Works. Most of prior VNE
algorithms are static and designed for wired networks
[14–22], which adopt game theory [14], reinforcement
learning (RL) [15], graph theory [20, 21], and so on. Authors
in [21] proposed two heuristic layered-auxiliary-graph algo-
rithms to get proper matching between VNs and SN in the
optical network virtualization. Also, authors in [22] consid-
ered the availabilities of both substrate nodes and links to
solve the survivable VNE problems with network failures.
However, these works are not proper for network virtualiza-
tion in wireless networks for they do not consider wireless
link interference.

Recently, researchers have paid more attention to wireless
VNE of which the main problem is to deal with the link inter-
ference. Therefore, authors in [24] proposed a shortest-path
based approach that defined interference weights for wireless
links in a one-hop model, and authors in [25] considered
wireless interference by searching through all possible embed-
dings to explore the trade-off between solution quality and
search time. Different from single or multiple shortest-path
approach, an anypath link mapping scheme was proposed in
[23] to deal with the multi-hop link instability. Nevertheless,
these works do not fully consider the influence of link interfer-
ence when mapping virtual nodes, which can provide high
reliability for the virtualization of ATNs. Therefore, a reliable
mapping approach scheme was proposed for ATN virtualiza-
tion under harsh air-combat field in our previous work [27]. It
adopted the Shannon formula to estimate the reliability of
wireless nodes for mapping virtual nodes.

Moreover, in recent years, there are many dynamic VNE
approaches in network virtualization. Then, we will detail
typical and latest dynamic VNE algorithms mainly from
two aspects.

On the one hand, some dynamic mapping strategies
processed the reconfiguration issues in the assumption that
the network status of SN would change as the VN requests
existed. In [33], authors proposed a dynamic and collabora-
tive mapping mechanism for a multilayer VNE framework
in SDN. If the under VN failed to satisfy the resource
demands of up VN, this mechanism adopted a reinforce-
ment learning based approach to increase the resource
capacity of virtual elements of under VN or migrating them
to other physical nodes or paths of SN. This kind of dynamic
VNE algorithm in the multilayer VNE framework is out of
our scope. In [30], authors proposed a dynamic heuristic
algorithm to be evaluated in continuous time. To the embed-
ded VN request, the approach would drive the re-embedding
scheme and adjust certain virtual elements if the QoS
demand of this VN was not guaranteed. However, it is
designed for wired networks which is not optimal in the
complex wireless environment of ATNs. For wireless indus-
trial networks, authors in [34] proposed a learning-based
dynamic anypath mapping scheme to provide intelligent
monitoring and treatments in the SDN-based framework.
It focused on the time-varying link quality and dynamic
node workload. Though of interest, the on-site timely for-
warding adjustments for per VN was time-consuming.

On the other hand, researchers considered the re-
embedding process of VN request due to the changes in

resource demands and traffic. In [35], authors first addressed
the issue of how to reconfigure and map an existing VN
request, while its topology and resource requirement chan-
ged as the customer’s requirements changed. A heuristic
dynamic mapping was proposed to deal with the VN evolu-
tion including four scenarios which were add components,
delete components, decrease resource requirements, and
increase resource requirements. In [36], the dynamics of
virtual network demands were modelled as a combination
of a Gaussian distribution and a daily diurnal pattern. Heu-
ristic dynamic algorithms were designed to minimize the
energy consumption of substrate network. Also, authors in
[37] considered that VNs had periodic demands sometimes
and thus reassigned unused bandwidth efficiently. Moreover,
the authors in [29] considered the resource demand of the
VN and the resource availability of the SN at different time
instances. To maximize the resource utilization, they pro-
posed a fitness-based heuristic mapping algorithm to
improve the resource utilization by decreasing the remaining
idle resource. However, these mapping algorithms are
designed for wired networks and ignored the resource rela-
tionship among changes of different VN requests.

Finally, there are also some dynamic virtual network
function deployment algorithms (e.g. [38–40]) in network
function virtualization. For example, authors in [38] focused
on dynamic readjustment of service function chains with
changing demands of network users. However, these works,
mostly designed for wired networks, focus on the dynamic
change of one service function chain and do not consider
the relationship among dynamic changes of different service
function chains.

2.2. Brief Summary of Previous Works. To adapt well to the
changes during missions, NV can be exploited to solve the
ossification problem of ATNs. As one key technical issue
of NV, dynamic VNE can embed the VNs and thus fulfil
the resource demands of the changes during missions. How-
ever, the existing dynamic VNE algorithms fail to consider
the resource relationship among changes of different VNs,
which can improve the embedding profits.

Therefore, we investigate the dynamic VNE problem to
improve the adaption to changes during missions for the vir-
tualization of ATNs. The technical issues of dynamic VNE
have not been fully studied in the academia yet [30]. Due
to the NP-hard nature of VNE problem, it is not practical
to develop pure reinforcement learning based algorithms
and exact algorithms. Hence, we propose a heuristic algo-
rithm that can be implemented and evaluated in continuous
time. Different from previous dynamic algorithms for wired
[29, 33] and wireless [34] networks, we consider the resource
relationship among changes of different VN requests to
improve the embedding profits. In addition, the link inter-
ference is considered while mapping virtual nodes and vir-
tual links in wireless airborne field.

3. Problem Formulation

In this section, the network model of ATNV and dynamic
VNE are presented. Afterward, the relationship matrix and
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relationship value are formulated, followed by the formula-
tion of the objective function.

3.1. Slice-Based ATNV Model. ATNs, with the ossification
problem, are constituted of massive manned or unmanned
aircrafts as well as surface and ground platforms in vertically
integrated network architecture. To solve the ossification
problem, it is pertinent to design a scalable and flexible
infrastructure for ATNs. Inspired by the SDN-enabled
ATN [41] and the virtualization scheme [34], we design a
slice-based ATNV framework in Figure 1.

3.1.1. Substrate Network Layer. Massive aircrafts are
deployed in concomitant formation including lead aircraft
and wingman. Lead aircrafts, equipped with SDN-enable
devices, form a large-scale wireless multi-hop network that
can be abstracted as the shared airborne tactical substrate
network (ATSN).

3.1.2. Virtualization Layer. A hypervisor abstracts the net-
work resource of ATSN in service for mission applications.
The cloud icon represents the tactical data center that owns
strong information processing capability to deal with the
rapid changes of situation information and mission applica-
tions. Thus, it can adopt the dynamic VNE algorithm and
orchestrate multiple applications in an overlapped way.

3.1.3. Application Layer. Mission applications are precisely
defined in logical and self-contained airborne tactical virtual
networks (ATVNs) with dedicated SDN controllers
deployed to support the protocol reconfiguration and evolu-
tion. Also, ATVNs are allowed to change topologies and cus-
tomized QoS demands.

In Figure 1, we illustrate 3 mission applications with
strict transmission rate request. For instance, ATVN 1 has
reconnaissance mission and contains distributed aircraft 2
to 5 and access point 1 to cloud devices. It is embedded onto
ATSN by the hypervisor and then collects real-time situation
information for operational decision and further military
missions.

All aircrafts can be equipped with discrete data link
systems (e.g., Link-16, TTNT, and MADL) [42] which
allow aircrafts to transmit information about its current
status (e.g., geographical position updates, intents, and
speed) periodically and automatically. Thus, in most
cases, the hypervisor in application layer can obtain the
topology of ATSN formed by lead aircrafts, timely and
accurately [43].

However, part of the topology sometimes cannot be
obtained timely due to the fact that airborne tactical net-
works can be influenced by the movement of the aircraft,
the orbit the aircraft flies in, the placement of antennas,
and so on. In this case, multiple technologies (e.g., delay
tolerant networking [44] and optimized link state routing
[45]) can be adopted to deal with this problem. For exam-
ple, delay tolerant networking can be adopted to ensure
data transmission by storing the data at intermediary
nodes during outages. Moreover, the unavailable links will
influence the link mapping of virtual links in the VNE
process. We have considered this problem in our previous

work [26], which selects multiple reliable paths to map
virtual links by opportunistic routing with differentiated
transmission rates.

In general, four main features exist in the slice-based
ATNV. First of all, a software designed platform is provided
to allow mission applications to neglect the technical details
of ATNs and flexibly adapt to rapid changes [11]. Second,
the hypervisor has global state view in resource usage and
can efficiently allocate resource to satisfy the changing
demands of mission applications. Third, various ATVNs
are allowed to evolve their own protocols, which ensures full
isolation and improves the efficiency of dynamic network
management [46]. Finally, it owns high scalability and sus-
tainability, which can decrease the overhead of extra devices
to develop innovative applications and thus accelerate the
deployment speed of new network technologies for the
changing demands [12].

3.2. Dynamic VNE Problem Model

3.2.1. ATSN and ATVN. As shown in Figure 1, lead aircrafts
form a wireless multi-hop network that can be abstracted as
ATSN. In Figure 2, we represent it as an undirected graph
GS = ðNS, LSÞ, where NS is the set of substrate nodes
(SNodes), LS is the set of substrate links (SLinks), and PS is
the set of substrate paths. Each SNode n ∈NS is associated
with mainly two parameters that are radio transmission
power tpS and location locðnÞ. In this paper, the location is
defined by x and y coordinates. tpS includes basic power
tpbðnÞ and cooperation power tpðnÞ, which are used within
and between aviation formations, respectively. Each SLink
lS ∈ LS is associated with bandwidth capacity bðlSÞ and rela-
tive location locðlSÞ. Each path pSij ∈ P

S is loop-free substrate
path between SNode ni and nj.

Figure 1 also shows three ATVNs that are abstracted
from mission applications. Since this paper deals with the
dynamic nature of missions, we design the ATVN as a func-
tion of time. As a result, an ATVN is represented by an
undirected graph GV

t = ðNV
t , LVt Þ, where NV

t and LVt repre-
sent the set of virtual nodes (VNodes) and virtual links
(VLinks) at time t, respectively. Each VNode vt ∈NV

t is asso-
ciated with location locðvtÞ and coverage radius φV . Each
VLink lVum,t ∈ L

V
t is associated with transmission rate TRð

lVum,tÞ and end VNodes vu,t and vm,t .
As shown in Figure 2, two ATVNs with different topol-

ogies are embedded onto the shared ATSN. TRðlVt Þ is
denoted by the number over VLinks of ATVNs. In ATSN,
the number beside SNodes denotes tpðnÞ. And the number
over SLinks denotes bðlSÞ. The embedding process includes
node and link mapping. Node mapping is represented by
the mapping function MN : vt ∈NV

t ⟶ n ∈NS. For exam-
ple, node mapping results of ATVN 1 are MNðxÞ = B, MN

ðyÞ = C, and MNðzÞ = G. Link mapping is represented by
another function ML: lVt ∈ LVt ⟶ pSij ∈ P

S. Also, link map-

ping results of ATVN 1 are MLððx, yÞÞ = fðB,DÞ, ðD, CÞg
and MLððx, zÞÞ = fðB, FÞ, ðF, EÞ, ðE,GÞg.
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3.2.2. Mapping Constraints and Objective Function. As
shown in Figure 1, the embedding process includes node
mapping and link mapping.

The constraints of node mapping are listed in Equations
(1)-(4). To represent if VNode vt is mapped onto SNode n, a
Boolean variable xðvt , nÞ is given by

∀vt ∈N
V
t ,∀n ∈NS, x vt , nð Þ = 1, if f n =MN vtð Þ

0, otherwise

(
: ð1Þ

To ensure that n can only map at most one vt of the
same ATVN, Equation (2) is given by

〠
n∈NS

x vt , nð Þ ≤ 1: ð2Þ

To ensure that the distance distðvt , nÞ between vt and n
must be within the embedding radius φV of vt , Equation
(3) is given by

x vt , nð Þ × dist vt , nð Þ ≤ φV : ð3Þ

To ensure that VNode vt must require less resource than
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the resource capacity of SNode n if xðvt , nÞ = 1, it is given by

VNoC vtð Þ × x vt , nð Þ ≤ SNoC nð Þ: ð4Þ

In Equation (4), VNoCðvtÞ represents the practical node
capacity requirement of vt if xðvt , nÞ = 1 and SNoCðnÞ repre-
sent the existing node capacity of n.

The constraints of link mapping are listed in Equations
(5)-(7). To represent if a SLink lS belongs to the substrate
MLðlVt Þ that maps VLink lVt , a Boolean variable xðlVt , lSÞ is
given by

∀lVt ∈ LV ,∀lS ∈ LS, x lVt , lS
� �

=
1, if f lS ∈ML lVt

� �
0, otherwise

8<
: :

ð5Þ

To ensure that lS must have more resource capacity than
what VLink lVt require if xðlVt , lSÞ = 1,

〠
lVt ∈L

V
t

VLiC lVt
� �

× x lVt , lS
� �

≤ SLiC lS
� �

: ð6Þ

In Equation (6), VLiCðlVt Þ represents the practical link
capacity requirement of lVt . SLiCðlSÞ represents the existing
link capacity of lS.

Lastly, we have constraints relating to flow conservation;
i.e., traffic emitted by a VNode must arrive at its destination
VNode. It is given by

〠
lSi j∈L

S

x lVum,t , lSij
� �

− 〠
lSji∈L

S

x lVum,t , lSji
� �

=
1, x vu,t , nið Þ = 1
−1, x vm,t , nið Þ = 1
0, otherwise

8>><
>>: :

ð7Þ

With these constraints of node mapping and link map-
ping, the major objective of the proposed algorithm is to
maximize the number of the ATVNs that are successfully
embedded onto ATSN. Thus, the objective function is for-
mulated as given below:

Maximize lim
T⟶∞

∑T
t=0NUMEmb tð Þ

∑T
t=0NUMArr tð Þ

( )
, ð8Þ

where NUMEmbðtÞ and NUMArrðtÞ are the number of
embedded ATVNs and arrived ATVNs at time t,
respectively.

3.2.3. Dynamic ATVNS. The embedding results of initial
ATVNs are given in advance. Then, to the dynamic ATVNs,
the resource configuration and structure will evolve over
time within the given time window. One existing ATVN
may change its structure and the resource configuration
under two circumstances. Firstly, the workload fluctuation
may increase or decrease the workload on the VNode or

the VLink. Thus, the resource requirement of the ATVN will
accordingly change. Secondly, the changing battlefield situa-
tion information may prompt commanders to modify the
mission applications defined by ATVNs so that the structure
and resource configuration will change. Here, the resource
configuration is referred to as the transmission rate require-
ment of VLinks. The structure is referred to as the topology
of the ATVN. In this paper, the dynamic nature of ATVNs
can be defined as node/link addition, node/link removal,
node motion, and requirement change.

In Figure 3, an example is presented to show the
dynamic process. There are various changes in the resource
requirement and structure of ATVN 1 and 2 within the
given time window ft ∣ t ∈ ½0, 12�g. In Figures 3(a) and
3(e), the initial ATVN 1 and 2 are shown with correspond-
ing resource requirement and structure. At time t = 1, the
resource configuration and structure of both ATVN 1 and
ATVN 2 remain unchanged. However, in Figure 3(b),
ATVN 1 adds one new VLink (y, z) with 6 units of transmis-
sion rate requirement at time t = 2. Next, in Figure 3(c),
ATVN 1 adds one new VNode w with corresponding
VLinks (w, x) and (w, z). These two VLinks have 2 units
and 1units of transmission rate requirement, respectively,
and ensure that ATVN is an undirected graph without iso-
lated VNodes. Similarly, dynamic nature can also include
the removal of VNodes or VLinks. For example, in
Figures 3(d) and 3(g), ATVN 1 removes one VLink (w, z)
and one VNode z, respectively. Removal of VNode z also
includes the removal of its neighboring VLinks (y, z) and
(w, z). In addition, the change in the structure of ATVN
can refer to as the motion of VNode. For example, in
Figure 3(h), VNode c of ATVN 2 moves to another location.
The dynamic nature of the ATVN also refers to as the
change in the resource requirement of the VLinks. In
Figure 3(f), to ATVN 2, the transmission rate requirement
of VLink (a, b) decreases from 2units to 1 units.

As shown in Figure 3, there is resource relationship among
dynamic changes of ATVN 1 and ATVN 2 due to the fact that
ATVNs are embedded onto the same ATSN. For example, the
removal of VLink (x, z) in Figure 3(d) can satisfy the resource
requirement of the addition of VLink (y, z) in Figure 3(b) or the
node motion in Figure 3(h). As shown in Figure 2, VLink (x, z)
is mapped onto the path fðB, FÞ, ðF, EÞ, ðE,GÞg. As VLink (x,
z) is removed, the occupied resource on the path will be
released. Thus, the newly added VLink (y, z) can be mapped
onto fðC, EÞ, ðE,GÞg if there is not enough resource on fðC,
GÞg. In addition, the released resource can offer some resource
for the node motion if VNode c is remapped onto SNode G. In
this paper, we focus on the resource relationship among
dynamic changes. The proper processing of resource relation-
ship can improve the embedding profits in the long term.

3.3. Matching Matrix. As shown in Figure 3, there are different
dynamic changes of ATVNs within the given time window.
Matching matrix is used to adopt the resource relationship
among dynamic changes. To explain the resource relationship,
we first divide dynamic changes within the given time window
into two categories that are positive changes (pCs) C+

t and neg-
ative changes (nCs) C−

t . And jC+
t j and jC−

t j represent the
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number of C+
t and C−

t , respectively. To nCs, they require more
network resource to maintain the normal running of dynamic
ATVNs and include link/node addition, node motion, and
requirement increase. Similarly, to pCs, they release some or
all of the network resource occupied by the mapped VNodes
or VLinks and include link/node removal, node motion, and
requirement decrease. Next, there is resource relationship
between one nC and one pC. For example, one nC (requiring
resource) can search for one pC (releasing resource) with closer
location and higher transmission rate among pCs in order to
achieve relevant resource for mapping or remapping VNodes
and VLinks. In this paper, we focus on satisfying the resource
requirement of nCs by matching the proper pCs to release rel-
evant resource.

Matching matrix is represented by the notation MðtÞ
= ½mijðtÞ� with the ith row and the jth column at time t.
The I number of rows refers to as the negative VLinks
(nVs) related to nCs. In addition, the J number of col-
umns refers to as the positive VLinks (pVs) related to
pCs. Hence, the dimension of the matching matrix would
depend on the number of nVs and pVs at the end time t
of time window. Transmission rate request and relative
location are taken into account to construct the matching
matrix MðtÞ. The value mijðtÞ is calculated by the follow-
ing equation, which indicates the resource relationship
between one nV and one pV.

mij tð Þ =
η1 ⋅ exp TR lVt,j

� �
− TR lVt,i

� �� �
/η2

� �
Dist lVt,j, lVt,i

� � : ð9Þ

In Equation (9), η1 and η2 are constants that coordinate
the relationship between transmission rate request and relative
distance. lVt,i is the ith nV in the VLink group related to nCs at

time t. Also, lVt,j is the jth pV in the VLink group related to pCs

at time t. exp ððTRðlVt,jÞ − TRðlVt,iÞÞ/η2Þ represents that mijðtÞ
will be smaller if lVt,i requires more transmission rate than lVt,j
releases. In this paper, DistðlVt,i, lVt,jÞ are defined by the shortest

distance between the end VNodes of lVt,i and the end VNodes

of lVt,j. Also, mijðtÞ =∞ if DistðlVt,i, lVt,jÞ = 0.
One nC expects to have the matching with one pC that

has enough released network resource. To evaluate if one
nC has the proper matching, a new feature called local
matching value (LMV) is calculated to quantify the suitabil-
ity of a matching for a particular nC. The local matching
value of the kth nC is calculated as follows:

αj
k tð Þ = σj

k tð Þ〠
h

i=1
λij tð Þmij tð Þ, ð10Þ

where h is the total number of nVs related to the kth nC.
σkðtÞ is the Boolean variable that represents if the h number
of nVs can make their resource requirements satisfied by the
VLinks related to pCs and thus are successfully mapped or
remapped. Also, λijðtÞ is the Boolean variable that represents
if mijðtÞ is not equal to ∞. Mathematically,

σj
k tð Þ =

1, if h number of nVs are satisfied
0, Otherwise

(
, ð11Þ

λij tð Þ =
1, if mij tð Þ ≠∞

0, Otherwise

(
: ð12Þ

There can be different matching schemes for nCs and
pCs. It is important to select the most proper matching
scheme. However, LMV only considers one nC. Therefore,
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Figure 3: Example of dynamic changes of ATVNs.
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we define global matching value (GMV) to evaluate if all of
the nCs have the proper matching with pCs. As the total
number of nCs of different ATVNs is jC−

t j, we calculate
GMV to include the LMV of all the nCs. Mathematically,

β tð Þ = 〠
C−
tj j

k=1
〠
J

j=1
αj
k tð Þ: ð13Þ

There is resource capacity that is defined in [21]. Like
many definitions in VNE [47], both resource capacity and
GMV adopt the greedy approach to select the requested
object value. However, they are mostly different. First, the
elements in the definitions of GMV and resource capacity
are different. Resource capacity contains node capacity and
link bandwidth, while GMV contains LMV in Equation
(10) that only has the matching value between nVs of nCs
and pVs of pCs. Second, resource capacity and GMV work
at different stages of VNE. Resource capacity aims to map
virtual nodes before VNs are embedded, while GMV is to
deal with the dynamic changes of VNs after VNs are embed-
ded. Finally, they have different objects. To resource capac-
ity, virtual node with the highest resource capacity can be
mapped onto the substrate node with the highest resource
capacity. Then, virtual nodes can be mapped onto proper
susbstrate nodes. In contrast, to GMV, as GMV is bigger,
the matching between nCs and pCs are better. Thus, the
proper matching can be found.

3.4. Evaluation Metrics. After successfully embedding one
ATVN, it is essential to define proper metrics so as to eval-
uate the performance of selected embedding algorithm.
Therefore, some general evaluation metrics in [47, 48] are
requested to formulated, including average acceptance ratio
and long-term average revenue to cost ratio.

The average acceptance ratio is an important metric that
can evaluate the efficiency of successfully accepting ATVNs.
Mathematically,

ηsuc tð Þ = lim
T⟶∞

∑T
t=0NUMEmb tð Þ

∑T
t=0NUMArr tð Þ

, ð14Þ

where NUMEmbðtÞ and NUMArrðtÞ are the number of
embedded ATVNs and arrived ATVNs at time t, respec-
tively. Similarly, another metric, called average dynamic
request acceptance ratio, refers to as the ratio of the number
of successfully accepted dynamic requests to the total num-
ber of dynamic requests.

The long-term average revenue to cost ratio is also an
important metric that can evaluate the ability of VNE in
resource utilization. Mathematically,

R/C = lim
T⟶∞

∑T
t=0∑GV

t ∈VN
Emb
t

R GV
t

� �
∑T

t=0∑GV
t ∈VN

Emb
t

C GV
t

� � , ð15Þ

where VNEmb
t is the embedded ATVNs at time t. The reve-

nue RðGV
t Þ represents the total network resource require-

ment (node power and link bandwidth resource) of

embedded ATVNs at time t. Under the total network
resource requirement, we calculate the amount of con-
sumed network resource represented by the cost CðGV

t Þ.
Mathematically,

C GV
t

� �
= γC 〠

vt∈NV
t

tp MN vtð Þ� �
+ 〠

lVt ∈L
V
t

〠
lS∈ML lVtð Þ

b lS
� �

, ð16Þ

R GV
t

� �
= γR 〠

vt∈NV
t

tp MN vtð Þ� �
+ 〠

lVt ∈L
V
t

〠
lS∈ML lVtð Þ

b lS
� �

/ ML lVt
� ���� ���,

ð17Þ
where γC and γR are weighting coefficients that coordinate
the relationship between node power and link bandwidth. tpð
MNðvtÞÞ is the power resource allocated by MNðvtÞ to map vt
. lVt is mapped onto the path MLðlVt Þ with total link number j
MLðlVt Þj. A SLink lS ofMLðlVt Þwill allocate bandwidth resource
bðlSÞ to meet the transmission rate requirement of lVt .

4. Heuristic Solution: DWVNE-RW

Due to the intractability of dynamic VNE problem, a heuris-
tic relationship matrix-based dynamic wireless VNE algo-
rithm (DWVNE-RM) is proposed to find feasible and
reliable solutions in reasonable time for ATNV. DVNE-
RM considers the dynamic nature of multiple ATVNs
within the given time window. The dynamic nature is
referred to as the changes in the structure and resource con-
figuration of the VNodes and VLinks. The ATVNs are
embedded in two stages. In the first stage, it deals with the
initial reliable placement of the VNodes and VLinks (Algo-
rithm 1). In addition, the second stage processes the
dynamic placement of the VNodes and VLinks of multiple
ATVNs with dynamic changes (Algorithm 2).

As the hypervisor in Figure 1 receives the first ATVN
request, it will check if there are dynamic changes of ATVNs
within the current given time window. The hypervisor also
records the corresponding information (e.g., type, time) of
changes. After the current time window ends, it will repeat
the above action within the next time window. Upon arrival
of each ATVN request, the hypervisor will invoke the Algo-
rithm 1 with resource requirement as input. Algorithm 1
also requires the resource availability at each SNode and
SLink, which can be achieved by the global view of SDN
based framework in Figure 1. As the time window ends,
the hypervisor will invoke Algorithm 2 with the current
embedding solutions and the updated resource availability
of ATSN as the input. All the information of dynamic
changes is also forwarded to Algorithm 2. Based on such
information, Algorithm 2 remaps the existing VNodes and
VLinks or maps the new ones with the objective to maximize
the local matching value (LMV) and global matching value
(GMV). Following Algorithm 2, the resource availability of
the SNodes and SLinks is updated. However, the current
embedding solution remains unchanged if no changes are
made in the ATVNs. The subsections discuss the details of
Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2.
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4.1. Initial Reliable Wireless VNE. In this section, initial reli-
able wireless VNE is completed as presented in Algo-
rithm 1. Before embedding, the hypervisor receives the
total number of time slots required to run the ATVN

request and the given time window, respectively. Due to
the unique features (i.e., vulnerable wireless channels,
broadcast property, and malicious attacks), it is essential
to fully considerate the complex interference when

Data: Substrate network:GS = ðNS, LSÞ, Dynamic ATVN GV
t = ðNV

t , LVt Þ;
1. M⟵∅;V ⟵NV

t
2. whileV ≠∅do
3. Calculate NoVðvtÞ by Equation (18);
4. Select VNode vu,t with the max NoVðvu,tÞ;
5. Calculate NoVðnÞ by Equation (13), (14) and (19);
6. Select the SNode n with the max NoVðnÞ;
7. Map vu,t onto n;
8. If not mapped, reject the GV

t ;
9. M⟵M ∪ fvu,tg;V ⟵ V − fvu,tg;Li⟵∅;
10. foreach VNode vm,t ∈M
11. Li⟵ Li ∪ flVum,tg when lVum,t ∈ L

V
t ;

12. whileLi ≠∅do
13. Select lVt ∈ Li with the max TRðlVt Þ;
14. Li⟵ Li − flVt g;
15. Ignore some SLinks by Equation (16);
16. Map lVt by the approach in [27];
17. If not mapped, reject the GV

t ;
18. end
19. end
20. Update the resource availability of GS;

Algorithm 1: Initial Reliable Wireless Virtual Network Embedding Algorithm.

Data: Substrate network:GS = ðNS, LSÞ, Dynamic changes ct ;
1. Sort dynamic changes into C+

t and C−
t ;

2. foreach dynamic change ct
3. If ct is link/node removal or addition, turn it into related nVs or pVs;
4. If ct is requirement decrease or increase, turn it into one nV or pV;
5. If ct is node motion, turn it into pVs or nVs related to the original VNode and the new one, respectively;
6. Record the number I and J of nVs and pVs;
7. Construct matching matrix MðtÞ by Equation (9);
8. Match the nVs with the pVs in a greedy way;
9. Remap all the nCs with the greedy matching by Algorithm 1;

10. Calculate LMV αj
kðtÞ of ct and GMV βðtÞ;

11. StopCond = FALSE;
12. whileStopCond = FALSEdo
13. StopCond = TRUE;
14. foreach nV lVt,i
15. Match lVt,i with another pV lVt,j; Release the original pV;

16. If the pV lVt,j has been matched with its original nV, rematch its original nV with the released pV;

17. Remap the nV lVt,i; Calculate LMV αj
kðtÞ of ct and GMV cb;

18. ifcb < βðtÞ
19. Undo the last matching in Line 15;
20. else
21. Consider current matching as valid;
22. StopCond = FALSE; βðtÞ = cb;
23. end while
24. Update the resource availability of GS;

Algorithm 2: Relationship matrix-based dynamic wireless VNE algorithm.
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mapping VNodes and VLinks. Thus, Algorithm 1 consists
of the following three parts:

(1) Node mapping against interference (Lines 3-8).
Node mapping requires to find proper SNodes to
map VNodes of ATVNs. Thus, reliable node ranking
approach, incorporating interference information,
can improve the reliability. The ranking values of
VNode and SNode are represented as follows,
respectively:

NoV vtð Þ = 〠
lVt ∈Lvt

TR lVt
� �

, ð18Þ

NoV nð Þ = 〠
lS∈Ln

b lS
� �

log2 1 +
tp nð Þg lS

� �
Inf nð Þ + Inf lS

� �
0
@

1
A:

ð19Þ
Equation (18) represents the total transmission rates in

the set, denoted as Lvt , of neighboring VLinks of VNode vt .
In Equation (19), we take the complex interference into con-
sideration by calculating the max transmission rate of one
SLink lS according to the famous Shannon formula. Inf ðnÞ
and Inf ðlSÞ represent the practical interference power of
SNode n and SLink lS, respectively. Thus, Equation (19) rep-
resents the total transmission rates in the set, denoted as Ln,
of neighboring SLinks of SNode n. As given in Lines 3 to 4,
when the node mapping process of one ATVN request
starts, it will calculate the ranking values according to Equa-
tion (18) and (19). Then, as given in Lines 5 to 7, the VNode,
with the max ranking value, will tend to be mapped onto the
SNode, with the max ranking value, under the constraints of
Equation (13) and (14).

(2) Link mapping against interference (Lines 11-17). In
the wired VNE algorithms, it tends to adopt the
shortest-path or multi-commodity flow approach to
map VLinks. However, the unstable link quality of
wireless SLinks makes these approaches not appro-
priate for ATNs considering the complex interfer-
ence. Thus, it adopts a link mapping based on
opportunistic routing and differentiated transmis-
sion rates in our previous work [27]. To decrease
the time complexity, the SLinks that fail to meet
the constraint Equation (16) will not be considered
for mapping VLinks in the preprocessing process of
ATSN as given in Line 15

(3) One-stage mapping (Lines 1-20). The relationship
between node mapping and link mapping is two-
stage mapping or one-stage mapping. Two-stage
mapping processes the node mapping and link
mapping in two ordered and isolated stages, which
cannot guarantee the optimal or suboptimal embed-
ding assignment per VN in many cases [49]. In this
paper, we propose a one-stage mapping strategy

that can adopt the correlation between node
mapping and link mapping to improve the resource
utilization in the long run

Theorem 1. The time complexity of Algorithm 1, with jNV
t j

number of VNodes, jLVt j number of VNodes, jNSj number of

SNodes, and jLSj number of SLinks at any time t, is OðjNV
t j

ðjNSj2 + jLVt jðjNSj log ðjNSjÞ + jLSjÞÞÞ.

Proof. Upon arrival of each ATVN at the hypervisor, Algo-
rithm 1 is invoked for the initial mapping of the VNodes
and VLinks. First, calculation of node ranking values of
VNodes is given in Algorithm 1 in Line 3, which requires

at most a running time of OðjNV
t jðjNV

t j − 1ÞÞ =OðjNV
t j2Þ

since any VNode has at most jNV
t j − 1 number of VLinks.

The selection in Line 4 has a running time of OðjNV
t jÞ. Sim-

ilarly, the running time of calculation of node ranking values

of SNodes is at most OðjNSjðjNSj − 1ÞÞ =OðjNSj2Þ. The
selection in Line 6 has a running time of OðjNSjÞ. Next, Line
11 has at most a running time of OðjNV

t jðjNV
t j − 1Þ/2Þ =Oð

jNV
t j2Þ since there are at most jNV

t jðjNV
t j − 1Þ/2 number of

VLinks in the set LVt . Also, the running time of the inner
loop (Lines 12 to 18) is determined by Line 16 that has a
running time of OðjNSj log ðjNSjÞ + jLSjÞ in [27]. Thus, it
has a total running time of OðjLVt jðjNSj log ðjNSjÞ + jLSjÞÞ.
Therefore, the total running time of Algorithm 1 is con-
cluded as follows:

O NV
t

�� �� NS�� ��2 + NV
t

�� ��2 + NV
t

�� ��2 + LVt
�� �� NS�� �� log NS�� ��� �

+ LS
�� ��� �� �� �

:

ð20Þ

Due to the fact that jNV
t j is much less than jNSj2, the

time complexity at time t can be rewritten as OðjNV
t jðjNSj2

+ jLVt jðjNSj log ðjNSjÞ + jLSjÞÞÞ.
4.2. Dynamic Embedding of ATVNs. Following the initial
reliable mapping of VNodes and VLinks, Algorithm 2 is pro-
posed to map or remap the corresponding VNodes and
VLinks of dynamic ATVNs in order to improve the accep-
tance ratio.

Algorithm 2 firstly deals with the dynamic changes as
given in Lines 1-9. Then, Line 10 represents the calculation
of the LMV of one nC and GMV of all nCs, respectively,
to execute Algorithm 2. As given in Line 11, StopCond is
defined as a conditional variable that indicates if the algo-
rithm execution is continued or not. In the beginning stage
of each iteration, StopCond is set to be TRUE assuming that
the iteration will not be continued because further maximi-
zation of β cannot be found, as given in Line 13. However,
in Line 22, if the further maximization is possible due to at
least one rematching between nV and another pV, StopCond
variable will be reset to be FALSE.

As given in Lines 1-6, the hypervisor runs Algorithm 2
and deals with the dynamic changes collected within the
given time window. It firstly sorts these changes into two
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categories (pCs C+ and nCs C−) as given in Line 1.C+ includes
link/node removal, requirement decrease, and node motion.
Similarly, C− includes link/node addition, requirement
increase, and node motion. Then, they are transformed into
corresponding VLinks (nVs and pVs) in Lines 2-6. In Line 3,
the removal or the addition of VLink can be transformed into
one VLink, called pV or nV, with its transmission rate request
and specific location of two end nodes. Also, node removal
and node addition can be transformed into neighboring
VLinks with corresponding information of link request and
node location. In addition, in Line 4, both the requirement
decrease and the requirement increase can be transformed
into one VLink with corresponding information. Next, in Line
5, node motion is considered the combination of node
removal and node addition. Node removal is related to the
original VNode without movement, while node addition is
related to the new VNode after the movement.

To get the proper matching between nCs and pCs, we first
make a matching according to the matching matrixMðtÞ in a
greedy way as presented in Lines 7-8. Based on the greedy
matching, the VNodes and VLinks related to the nCs are
mapped or remapped by adopting Algorithm 1, as given in
Line 9. Then, the original LMV and GFV are calculated in Line
10 according to Equation (10) and Equation (13). Next, in each
while loop as given in Line 12, each nV is examined with all pV
as follows. At first, it is assumed that the nV lVt,i is rematched

with another pV lVt,j as given in Line 15. If any other nV is

already matched with this pV lVt,j, it will be rematched with

the original pV that is matched with the nV lVt,i as given in Line
16. Following the new rematching, the LMV and GMV of the
nVs and pVs are calculated in Line 17. If the previous GMV
value βðtÞ is less than the newly calculated GMV value cb,
the current rematching is considered a valid and better remap-
ping solution of dynamic changes. However, if the previous
GMV value βðtÞ is greater than the newly calculated GMV
cb, the current rematching of nV is discarded or cancelled.
For the sake of better understanding, the proposed DWVNE-
RM algorithm is explained with an example in Section 4.3.

Theorem 2. The time complexity of Algorithm 2, with I num-

ber of nCs, J number of pCs, is OðI log2ðIÞ + JðjNSj2 + JðjNS

j log2ðjNSjÞ + jLSjÞÞÞ.

Proof. Algorithm 2 is executed by transforming nCs and pCs
into nVs and pVs as given in Lines 1-6, which requires the
running time of OðJ + IÞ. Following this, the running time
of Lines 7-11 is mainly determined by Lines 8-9. As given
in Line 8, the matching between nCs and pCs has the time
complexity of OðJ + I log2ðIÞÞ. Also, the time complexity of

remapping is at most OðJðjNSj2 + JðjNSj log ðjNSjÞ + jLSjÞÞÞ
. Next, the time complexity of Lines 12-23 is determined
by the inner foreach loop as given in Lines 14-17. The fore-

ach loop has the running time of OðJðjNSj2 + ðjNSj log ðj
NSjÞ + jLSjÞÞÞ that is determined by Line 17. In conclusion,

Algorithm 2 has the total time complexity of OðI log2ðIÞ +
JðjNSj2 + JðjNSj log ðjNSjÞ + jLSjÞÞÞ.

Theorem 3. Maximizing the GMV maximizes the average
acceptance ratio.

Proof. As represented in Equation (14), average acceptance
ratio refers to as the ratio of the number of accepted ATVN
requests to the total number of ATVN request received by
the hypervisor at any time t. Here, GMV refers to as the
proper processing of dynamic changes in the structure and
the resource configuration of ATVN requests. Dynamic
changes will create new demands of mapping or remapping
VNodes and VLinks of corresponding ATVNs. If the new
demands are not properly processed, the corresponding
ATVNs will be denied, and thus the acceptance ratio will
decrease. For example, the hypervisor collects the dynamic
information that one ATVN has an nC that adds a VLink
(nV) with 6 units of resource requirement and another
ATVN has a pC that removes a VLink (pV) with 8 units of
resource requirement. There is resource relationship
between the nV and pV. Thus, it can match the nV with
the pV so that the nC can be accepted by adopting Algo-
rithm 2. Then, the ATVN with the nV will be accepted
again. However, considering the limited network resource,
the nV may not be accepted if the resource, released by
the pV, is used by other ATVNs but not enough to embed
these ATVNs. Inspired from such scenario, we are using
matching matrix to match nVs with proper pVs to accept
more dynamic ATVNs. In other words, we are properly
processing the dynamic changes, which are represented
by the maximization of GMV and thus maximizes the
average acceptance ratio.

Theorem 4. Algorithm 2 gives near optimal result for the
dynamic ATVN due to optimal resource allocation of chang-
ing VNodes and VLinks.

Proof. The objective of Algorithm 2 is to properly process
the resource relationship among dynamic changes (nCs
and pCs) in order to maximize the average acceptance ratio.
It follows the greedy approach for mapping or remapping
VNodes and VLinks of nCs by exploiting the related
resource of pCs. For each nC, Algorithm 2 transforms it into
several nVs by considering the resource requirement of
VLinks and the location of VNodes. Then, to the nVs, Algo-
rithm 2 selects the optimal pVs from pCs that release related
resource to map or remap VNodes and VLinks, by using the
matching matrix where the location and requirement of
resource are considered. The same procedure is followed to
find the next best matching between the nVs of nCs and
related pVs of pCs. Further, Algorithm 2 also makes original
reliable and optimal mapping of VNodes and VLinks as
given in Algorithm 1. With the intention of processing the
resource relationship among dynamic changes, the resource
availability of pCs is properly matched with the related
resource requirement of nCs. The intention of making
locally optimal matching of nVs for each nC is to find the
global optimal matching for all the dynamic changes. In
doing so, Algorithm 2 can produce a near-optimal matching
in this greedy way.
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4.3. Example of DWVNE-RM. For the sake of better under-
standing, let us take an example as given in Figures 4–7. As
shown in Figure 3, the hypervisor records 4 number of nCs
within the given time window. Figure 4 represents the process
of transforming these nCs into nVs. First, as shown in
Figure 4(a), the nC called link addition happens at ATVN 1
with 3 VNodes (x, y, and z) and 2 VLinks. Link addition can
be transformed into one nV with 6units of resource require-
ment and corresponding VNodes (y and z). Second, as shown
in Figure 4(b), ATVN 1 has another nC that is node addition
at time t = 4. The node addition can be transformed into two
nVs. One nV has 2units of resource requirement and corre-
sponding VNodes (x and w). Another nV has 1 unit and
VNodes (w and z). In addition, as shown in Figure 4(c),
ATVN 2 has another nC caused by node motion. Thus,
VNode c moves to a new location, which can be transformed
into two nVs. One nV has 1 unit and VNodes (a and c).
Another nV has 3units and VNodes (b and c).

As shown in Figure 3, the hypervisor also records 3
number of pCs within the given time window. These pCs
are represented in Figure 5. In Figure 5(a), ATVN 1 has a
pC called link removal that can be transformed into a pV
with 3 units and VNodes (x and z). In Figure 5(b), ATVN
1 has a pC called node removal. The change can be trans-
formed into two pVs. One pV has 6 units and VNodes (y
and z). Another pV has 1 unit and VNodes (w and z). Also,

in Figure 5(c), ATVN 2 has an nC called the requirement
decrease of VLink. Then, it is transformed into one nV with
1unit and VNodes (a and b). Next, in Figure 5(d), ATVN 2
has a pC caused by node motion. VNode cmoves from the
original location, which can be transformed into two pVs.
One has 1unit and VNodes (a and c). Another has 3 units
and VNodes (b and c).

Figures 6(a) and 6(b) list out all of the nVs and pVs with
corresponding resource information. Based on Figures 6(a)
and 6(b), we can get the matching matrix by using Equation
(9), where η1 and η2 are set to be 10 and 4, respectively, as
given in Figure 6(c). Meantime, in this paper, the node loca-
tion is defined by x and y coordinates. Thus, the locations of
VNodes (x, y, z, and w) in ATVN1 are assumed to be (3, 1),
(2, 5), (7, 2), and (8, 6), respectively. Also, in ATVN 2, the loca-
tions of VNodes (a and b) are (5, 2) and (3, 4), respectively.
And the original location of VNode c is (6, 8), while the new
location is (8, 4). For example, the matching value between
nV1 and pV1 is about 1.1 according to Equation (9). The dis-
tance between nV1, with nodes y and z, and pV1, with nodes x
and z, is defined by the shortest distance between their end

nodes, which is
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð3 − 2Þ2 + ð5 − 1Þ2

q
+ 0 ≈ 4:12. Then, the cal-

culation of matching value is 10 exp ðð3 − 6Þ/4Þ/4:12 ≈ 1:1.
Also, if the matching value is ∞, it means the nV and the
matched pV are originally the same one.
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Figure 7 shows the results of iterations. In the column
called greedy, Algorithm 2 match nVs with pVs in a greedy
way after the calculation of matching matrix as given in
Figure 6(c). For instance, pV3 is selected for nC1 due to
the fact that their matching value is the biggest in the first
row of matching matrix. Also, the matching will not be
changed during the iterations because their matching value
is ∞. For the rest of nVs, it will match them with the pVs
that have the biggest matching values. Then, Algorithm 1
will remap the VNodes and VLinks of nCs based on the
greedy matching. And it is assumed that all the nCs can be
well processed. According to Equation (10), the LMV of
nC1 is calculated by 1 × 0 ×∞ = 0. Similarly, LMVs of nC2
and nC3 are 3.1 and 4, respectively. Then, the GMV β of
the dynamic VNs is calculated by 0 + 3:1 + 4 = 7:1, using
Equation (13). The objective of Algorithm 2 is to maximize

the value of β. For this, each nV is examined, which can have
some iterations. For example, nV1 is rematched with pV6 in
the column called iteration 1. The new LMV of nC2 is calcu-
lated as 1 × 1 × 2:2 × 1 × 0 ×∞ = 2:2. Considering the LMV
of each nC, the new GMV β value is calculated as 7.6. The
new β value is bigger than the previous β value of 7.1.
Hence, the current matching solution is considered a effi-
cient one. In addition, in the column called iteration 2, the
same procedure of rematching nVs is followed to further
maximize the β value. The new β value is 6.9 that is smaller
than 7.6. Thus, the current matching solution is considered
an invalid one. There can be other iterations to maximize
the GMV β. If other iterations have not a bigger β, iteration
1 will be considered the final solution to process the resource
relationship between nCs and pCs at current time instance.

5. Simulation Experiment

In this section, DWVNE-RM is evaluated through extensive
simulations. Firstly, the simulation setup is presented in
detail. Then, the compared algorithms are clearly described,
followed by simulation results.

5.1. Simulation Setup. The network topology of ATSN and
ATVN is generated by an improved Salam network topology
random generation algorithm [18]. Specific network param-
eters are presented in Tables 1 and 2 for ATSN and ATVN,
respectively. In Table 1, the unit of SNode power is W. The
unit of SLink bandwidth is MHz. The power range is based

nCs nVs Resource VNodes

nC1 nV1 6 (y, z)

nV2 2 (x, w)

nV3 1 (w, z)

nV4 1 (a, c)

nV5 3 (b, c)
nC3

nC2

(a) nVs with resource demands

pCs pVs Resource VNodes

pC1 pV1 3 (x, z)

pC2 pV2 1 (a, b)

pV3 6 (y, z)

pV4 1 (w, z)

pV5 1 (a, c)

pV6 3 (b, c)

pC3

pC4

(b) pVs with resource demands

pV1 pV2 pV3 pV4 pV5 pV6

nC1 nV1 1.1 0.8 0.5 0.4 0.6

nV2 3.1 1.0 3.3 1.9 1.5 2.2

nV3 2.3 1.4 5.7 2.1 2.3

nV4 3.7 2.0 5.4 2.5 2.2 2.3

nV5 1.9 1.7 5.8 0.9 0.8 2.2
nC3

nC2
8

8

(c) Matching matrix

Figure 6: Matching negative VLinks and positive VLinks.

Greedy Iteration 1 Iteration 2

nC1 nV1 pV3 pV3 pV3

nV2 pV1 pV6 pV2

nV3 pV4 pV4 pV4

nV4 pV6 pV1 pV1

nV5 pV2 pV2 pV6

𝛽 = 7.1 𝛽 = 7.6 𝛽 = 6.9

nC3

nC2

Figure 7: Results of iterations.
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on the practical power range of airborne radio station that
includes HF station and VHF station. In Table 2, the unit
of VLink transmission rate is Mbit/s.

As shown in Figure 1, ATSN is formed by substrate
nodes that are regarded as lead aircrafts of different flight
formations. Lead aircrafts are deployed within the scope
200 km × 200 km and followed by several wingman. The alti-
tude equals 10000m over the sea level. The minimum of a
lead aircraft is set to be 150m/s. Considering the network
dynamics of airborne tactical network, there may be two dif-
ferent conditions. First, one lead aircraft will sometimes
change its flight trajectory to do flying movements so that
the corresponding substrate node may be disconnected. In
this case, the lead aircraft can turn over its mission to nearby
wingman to keep connected with ATSN until it become nor-
mal. Next, one lead aircraft may change its position so that
its adjacent substrate links will change in ATSN and corre-
sponding virtual links need to be remapped. In this case,
Algorithm 1 in Section 4.1 can be adopted to remap corre-
sponding virtual links.

Other simulation settings are made for ATSN and
ATVN. Each SNode ðnÞ has enough basic power pbðnÞ to
communicate within flight formation. Environmental noise
is white Gaussian noise with power 10−6 W. Next, in prac-
tical wireless environment, link gain includes some param-
eters (e.g., antenna gains, multipath models). To simplify
the analysis process, in this paper, link gain of a SLink is
set as G = d−k, where d is the Euclidean Distance between
end nodes and k is the channel fading coefficient that is
set to be 4. In addition, to ATVN, φV is set to be 100 km.
η1 and η2 in Equation (9) are set to be 10 and 1, respec-
tively. Also, both γC and γR in Equation (16) and (17) are
set to be 1.

The simulations are performed on a Lenovo R720 with
Windows 10 operating system, Intel R Core (TM) CPU i7-
7700@2.8GHz (8 CPUs) Processor, and 8.00G RAM

Machine. The simulations run for 20000 time units on the
analysis software which is MATLAB R2019b.

5.2. Compared Algorithms. Table 3 lists out all the heuristic
VNE algorithms with corresponding dynamic embedding
strategies for experimental simulations.

5.3. Simulation Results. Simulation results are compared
between DWVNE-RM and other three heuristic dynamic
embedding algorithms. In addition, malicious attacks are
not assumed to be intense. Thus, the intensity of general
interference is denoted by tpbðnÞ/ðInf ðnÞ + Inf ðlSÞ = 1,
described as 0 dB ðS/N = 10 lg ðtpbðnÞ/ðInf ðnÞ + Inf ðlSÞÞÞ.
The main performance metrics are average acceptance ratio,
average dynamic request acceptance ratio, long-term average
revenue to cost ratio, and average execution time. All the
average values of corresponding metrics are obtained by
simulating the algorithms for multiple times.

The evaluation of algorithms is to test their ability to
handle the dynamic resource demands of ATVNs. Accord-
ing to the ATVN arrival rate in Table 2, there is about
1000 number of ATVNs during the running time of 20000
time units. For these running ATVNs, there is a large num-
ber of requests to modify the structure or the resource
requirement of the ATVNs. The given time window is set
to be 500 time units. Within the given time window, the
dynamic requests are collected and processed. On one hand,
the performance of different algorithms is compared
(Figures 8–11), under the condition that 10% of the ATVNs
have dynamic requests. On the other hand, the performance
is compared (Figures 12–14) under the condition that the
number of ATVNs with dynamic requests changes from
10% to 50%.

As shown in Figure 8, the performance of the proposed
DWVNE-RM algorithm is compared with other three algo-
rithms in terms of average acceptance ratio. Acceptance

Table 1: ATSN parameters.

Parameter Description

Scope 200 km × 200 km
Number of SNodes 50

Number of SLinks 139

Available SNode power among flight formations [50, 100], uniform distribution

SLink bandwidth [20, 50], uniform distribution

SNode position [0, 200], x and y coordinates

Table 2: ATVN parameters.

Parameter Description

ATVN arrival rate 5 per 100 time units, Poisson process

ATVN lifetime Average of 1000 time units, exponential distribution

Number of VNodes [3, 5], Uniform distribution

VLink connection probability 0.5

VLink transmission rate [3, 8], Uniform distribution

VNode position [0, 200], x and y coordinates
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ratio refers to the accepted ATVNs to total ATVNs, which
has direct impact on the embedding profits. In the beginning
stage of simulation, the average acceptance ratio is more
than 0.95 due to the adequate network resource of ATSN.
However, the average acceptance ratio decreases as the sim-
ulation time goes on. This is because there are new ATVNs
and some of accepted ATVNs have dynamic requests. It is
observed that the average acceptance ratio of DWVNE-RM
is approximately 0.48 in the final stage of simulation,
whereas the average acceptance ratio is below 0.38, 0.32,
and 0.30 in case of DYVINE, DQDMA, and DVNMA. The
higher average acceptance ratio of DWNE-RM is due to
the proper processing of the resource relationship between
positive changes and negative changes in ATNs. Thus,
ATVNs with dynamic changes may be more likely to be suc-
cessfully re-accepted.

In order to compare the efficiency in terms of long-
term average revenue to cost ratio, the data relationship
regarding the network resource demand (revenue) of
ATVNs and the allocated network resource (cost) of
ATSN is simulated as shown in Figure 9. The long-term
average revenue to cost ratio decreases as simulation time
extends, which is because there are more ATVNs and less
network resource. Also, it is observed that the proposed
DWVNE-RM algorithm outperforms other three algo-
rithms in terms of long-term average revenue to cost ratio.
The ratio decreases from 0.81 to 0.48, when the simulation
time increases from 0 to 20000 time units. The ratio in
case of DYVINE, DQDMA, and DVNMA is below 0.42,
0.37, and 0.33. The major reason behind such efficiency
is due to the fact that it can get more revenue with more
accepted ATVNs and achieve less cost by finding shorter
reliable paths. In addition, the more accepted ATVNs are
due to the proper processing of relationship between pos-
itive and negative changes, which can reaccept more
ATVNs with dynamic changes.

As shown in Figure 10, the performance of DWVNE-
RM is compared with other three algorithms in terms of
average dynamic request acceptance ratio that refers to as
the ratio of the number of accepted dynamic requests to
the total number of dynamic requests. It is observed that
the ratio decreases as the simulation time extends. The rea-
son of the fact is that there is less network resource to remap
the VNodes and VLinks of the dynamic requests and some
dynamic requests are not accepted. In case of DWVNE-
RM, the average dynamic request acceptance ratio decreases
from more than 0.95 to nearly 0.70, when the simulation

Table 3: Compared algorithms.

Notation Description

DWVNE-RM
The proposed algorithm in this paper. Dynamic embedding considers the resource relationship

among dynamic changes of different VNs

DYVINE [29]
Dynamic embedding considers the dynamic changes of single VN by calculating fitness values of the VN

resource demand and the resource availability of SN

DQDMA [30]
Dynamic embedding considers dynamic changes of single VN, addressing the issue of optimizing the

quality of service (QoS) performance of each accepted VN

DVNMA [35] Dynamic embedding considers dynamic changes of single VN with the objective to minimize the embedding cost
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Figure 8: Average acceptance ratio.
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time extends from 0 to 20000 time units. In the beginning
stage of simulation, the ratio of other three algorithms lies
in the range of 0.80 to 0.95. However, the ratio decreases
to less than 0.62, when the simulation time is 20000 time
units. The higher average dynamic request acceptance ratio
is due to proper processing of relationship between negative
changes and positive changes, which can provide relevant
network resource to map or remap more VNodes and
VLinks of dynamic requests.

Figure 11 shows the comparison of all four algorithms in
terms of average embedding time. In this work, the average
embedding time includes the average time taken by the
dynamic VNE algorithm to embed one current VN and pro-

cess the corresponding dynamic requests about the changes
made in the structure and configuration. In case of
DWVNE-RM, the average embedding time is approximately
19.80ms as the simulation time extends from 0 to 20000
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Figure 10: Average dynamic request acceptance ratio.
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time units. However, for other three dynamic VNE algo-
rithms, the average embedding time is approximately below
13ms, 16ms, and 18ms in case of DYVINE, DQDMA, and
DVNMA, respectively. The major reason behind the higher
average embedding time is due to the processing of resource
relationship between negative and positive changes when
mapping or remapping VNodes and VLinks in ATNs.

Figure 12 shows the effect of dynamic ATVN changes on
average acceptance ratio. In Figure 12, x-axis represents the per-
centage of the total number of ATVN during the simulation
time, which refers to as the number of ATVN with dynamic
changes. This observation includes the simulation result of aver-
age acceptance ratio in Figure 8 as the percentage is 10% and the
simulation time is 20000 time units. It is observed that the aver-
age acceptance ratio decreases as the percentage increases,
which is due to the fact that there is not enough network
resource to map or remap the corresponding VNodes and
VLinks of dynamic changes as the number of changes increases.
In case of DWVNE-RM, the average acceptance ratio decreases
from 0.48 to nearly 0.32 as the percentage increases from 10% to
50%. In addition, the average acceptance ratio of other three
dynamic VNE algorithms is lower than the proposed
DWVNE-RM as the percentage increases. The major reason
of the higher average acceptance ratio in case of DWVNE-
RM is due to the proper processing of the resource relationship
between negative changes and positive changes, which can
remap more VNodes and VLinks from dynamic changes and
re-accept more ATVNs.

The effect of dynamic ATVN changes on average dynamic
request acceptance ratio is shown in Figure 13. Similarly, the
observation includes the simulation result of average dynamic
request acceptance ratio in Figure 10 as the percentage is 10%
and the simulation time is 20000 time units. It is observed that

the ratio decreases as the percentage increases from 10% to
50%. In case of the proposed algorithm DWVNE-RM, the
ratio decreases from 0.70 to nearly 0.55 when the percentage
increases from 10% to 50%. For other three algorithms, the
ratio is below nearly 0.53, 0.52, and 0.50 in case of DYVINE,
DQDMA, and DVNMA, respectively, as the percentage is
50%. The higher ratio in case of DWVNE-RM is due to the
proper processing of resource relationship, which maps or
remaps more VNodes and VLinks of dynamic ATVN changes
and thus accepts more dynamic requests.

Figure 14 shows the effect of dynamic ATVN changes on
average embedding time. This observation also includes the
simulation result of average embedding time in Figure 11 as
the percentage is 10% and the simulation time is 20000 time
units. It is observed that the embedding time increases as the
percentage increases. This is because the algorithms need to
map or remap more VNodes and VLinks as the percentage
increases from 10% to 50%. In case of the proposed algorithm
DWVNE-RM, the average embedding time increases from
19.80ms to nearly 25.50ms as the percentage increases,
whereas the average embedding time is below 17.40ms,
18.30ms, and 23.30ms in case of DYVINE, DQDMA, and
DVNMA, respectively, as the percentage is 50%. The higher
average embedding time in case of DWVNE-RM is also due
to the proper processing of resource relationship between neg-
ative changes and positive changes when reliably mapping or
remapping VNodes or VLinks of dynamic changes.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have studied the problem of embedding
airborne tactical virtual networks (ATVNs) with changing
structure and resource demand or configuration. A heuristic
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relationship matrix-based dynamic wireless virtual network
embedding (DWVNE-RM) algorithm is proposed to deal
with the dynamic nature of ATVNs. In this paper, the
dynamic nature refers to as the change in resource configu-
ration and network topology of ATVNs. With different
resource demands on substrate network, the changes can
be divided into two categories that are negative changes
and positive changes. When given an ATVN request, a reli-
able wireless approach is adopted to complete the initial
ATVN embedding. As the ATVNs change, the resource rela-
tionship between negative and positive changes is adopted to
remap corresponding virtual nodes and links to maximize
the acceptance ratio and resource utilization. Besides, we
have evaluated the proposed algorithm by comparing with
the existing approaches.

As the part of our future work, we plan to extend this
work to deal with dynamic changes of substrate network.
In addition, we intend to upload the DWVNE-RM algo-
rithm in a real testbed environment and evaluate it through
a prototype implementation.
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